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What Simon's clients have to say

Rothbury ILG Feb 2024

It's been a pleasure to deal with Simon. From the first

initial meeting to all follow-up issues, he has been

quick and efficient to deal with. Thanks, Simon very

much appreciated.

Rothbury ILG Jan 2024

Given the challenges endured throughout 2023 and

likely to flow through to 2024, aligning with the

current thinking of insurance factors and influences

was important. Simon was a great help in guiding us

through the renewal phases - his efforts were

appreciated.

Rothbury ILG Dec 2023

Great service, thank you team.

Rothbury ILG Dec 2023

Excellent service as always.

Tauranga Oct 2023

Simon is a star He's a great guy & is always available

for us & is quick to respond to any queries

Simon joined the insurance industry in 1997 and

started with Rothbury in 2013. He had a dual role

as Commercial Broker and Tauranga Branch

Manager for almost 10 years and has now made

the move to Auckland as Branch Manager and

Commercial Broker for our Rothbury ILG branch

in Albany. Simon is skilled at managing his

clients' insurances. His extensive knowledge

across industry sectors includes construction,

civil contracting, engineering and real estate. He

specialises in insurance for medium to large

sized businesses plus has experience in

schemes development and management.

Simon spends most of his weekends at the

football club or as support crew for water-polo

and swimming, and attending his kids' events.

He's a golfing enthusiast and enjoys hanging out

with his family and their animals, just don't ask

him to cook, he's terrible at it!
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